The vestigial gene product is required for the completion of wing development in Drosophila melanogaster. In the absence of vestigial gene expression, cells within the larval wing and haltere imaginal discs fail to proliferate normally thus producing adults with severely reduced wings. Of a large number of vestigial mutations that have been characterized, only two are currently known to exist, vestigial' and vestigiaZw, which manifest a significant dominant phenotype. Both are associated with chromosomal inversions that fuse the majority of the vestigial coding regions to other genes; mastermind in vestigial" and invected in vestigialw. Examination of vestigial expression in the presence of these dominant alleles shows alterations in the disc-specific expression of vestigial during later stages of larval development. These patterning disruptions are specific to cells of the wing imaginal disc, as significant suppression of total levels of vestigial expression within entire larvae could not be detected. This dominant interference of vestigial patterning appears to be mediated in part by the vestigial coding sequences that are within the gene fusions. Further evidence that the dominant phenotype is the result of disrupted vestigial patterning comes from observations that the dominant alleles can be partially suppressed by mutations within the Drosophila-epidermal growth factor receptor gene. Mutagenesis of vestigial" and vestigialW produced a series of alleles with partially dominant phenotypes that restored various amounts of the adult wing. These phenotypes can be correlated with alterations in specific portions of the vestigial sequences associated with the dominant alleles. In the presence of these partially dominant alleles, wing imaginal discs have significantly more cells which express vestigial compared with the number associated with the original dominant phenotype. Additionally, eliminating some of the dominant effect causes alterations in the patterns of early stage apoptotic cell death associated with dominant vestigial alleles. Utilizing these new vestigial alleles, it is possible to correlate the consequence of altered vestigial expression to subsequent changes in patterning of the wing disc. 0 1997 Elsevier Science Ireland Ltd.
Introduction
The study of patterning within the imaginal discs of Drosophila melanogaster provides an insight into a basic hierarchy of gene function responsible for the creation of organized structures from undifferentiated epithelia. Examination of cell lineages within imaginal discs has revealed the presence of boundaries that divide each disc into a series of developmental compartments (Garcia Bellido et al., 1976) . These compartments are established by the action of various selector genes and the expression patterns of these genes correspond to restrictions of cell fate within the imaginal discs. Compartmentalization in the wing imaginal disc occurs first along the anterior-posterior (A/P) axis, followed by dorsal-ventral (D/V) and finally a proximal-distal division. The boundaries between complementary compartments are thought to be organizing centers for further patterning of each sub-domain (reviewed in Blair, 1995) . The most well characterized example of imaginal disc compartmentalization is mediated by the posterior compartment-specific expression of engrailed (en) which positions the anterior and posterior border (Komberg et al., 1985) . The secreted growth factor decapentaplegic (dpp) emanates from cells along this boundary and is responsible for patterning along the A/P axis (Basler and Struhl, 1994) . Later, DN restrictions within the wing disc are created in part by the dorsal-specific expression of the selector gene apterous (ap) (Diaz-Benjumea and Cohen, 1993) . Interactions between the wingless (wg), Notch (N), Delta, (DZ) and Serrate (Ser) proteins along the D/V margin and dpp signaling from the A/F border induce early vestigial (vg) expression and subsequently promote development of the wing (Couso et al., 1995; Kim et al., 1996; Ng et al., 1996) .
The cells of the wing imaginal disc form a number of different tissues including wing, hinge and notum (Bryant, 1975) . It is thought that the wing specific portion of the disc is specified immediately before the third instar (Garcia Bellido et al., 1973) . The portion of the imaginal disc fated to become the wing is defined during the second instar by the early activity of the wg gene. In this model, vg activity is required to promote growth and development of the wing in a prespecified wing compartment (Kim et al., 1996; Ng et al., 1996) . By the late third instar, the vg protein is expressed in cells on both sides of the D/V compartment border in wing and haltere imaginal discs. The expression level of vg within the wing pouch appears to occur in a gradient with cells more distant from the D/V border expressing correspondingly less vg protein (Williams et al., 1991) . The vg protein appears to specify wing cell identity, as ectopic expression of vg within other imaginal discs causes these cells to produce wing-like tissues (Kim et al., 1996) . Thus, vg is required autonomously for wing cell identity and to promote cellular proliferation but may not define the wing pouch domain within the wing imaginal disc (Williams et al., 1993; Cohen, 1996; Kim et al., 1996) . Flies homozygous for recessive vg mutations fail to form variable amounts of the margin and interior of the wing blade and have phenotypes ranging from a complete loss to slight nicks in the wing margin. Imaginal discs lacking vg expression exhibit elevated levels of cellular degeneration during the late third instar (Fristrom, 1969) and do not form wing structures even when transplanted into a vg+ host (Bownes and Roberts, 1981a) . However, expression from a single copy of vg is sufficient for wing development. A large deficiency that completely removes vg, Df(vgB), is associated with slight nicking in the extreme distal portion of the wing when heterozygous with vg+. Clonal analysis of cells lacking vg expression near the DN margin of the wing imaginal disc has proven to be extremely difficult, as these clones do not subsequently proliferate (Simpson et al., 1981; Kim et al., 1996) . This suggests that in the absence of vg expression, cells within the imaginal disc do not become competent to form wing structures and instead enter the apoptotic pathway by default.
Since the fist vg mutation was discovered (Bridges and Morgan, 1919) , a large number of vg alleles have been isolated. However, among these, there currently exits only two dominant alleles, vg' and vgw, and both produce a phenotype similar to that associated with homozygous recessive vg alleles (Ives, 1956; Shukla, 1980; Williams et al., 1990a) . Because dominant vg alleles are rare, it is perhaps not surprising that they are associated with specific physical lesions. Both vgw and vg' result from chromosomal inversions that fuse a large portion of vg coding sequences to upstream elements of invected (inv) in the case of vgw and within mastermind (mam) in the case of vg' (Williams et al., 1990a) . vgw has a breakpoint approximately 8 kb upstream of the transcriptional start site of inv and the other within the first exon of vg. In vg', a breakpoint in the second intron vg is linked to an intron within the 5' region of the mam gene (Williams et al., 1990a) . Both inv and mam are developmentally important genes involved in wing cell patterning and they are normally expressed within the imaginal wing and haltere discs (Coleman et al., 1987; Smoller et al., 1990) . The specific molecular function of mam is unknown, but it appears to play a role during neurogenesis (Smoller et al., 1990) . The inv gene is expressed in a pattern virtually identical to that of en, but may have a distinguishable role in posterior patterning of the wing (Coleman et al., 1987; Guillen et al., 1995; Simmonds et al., 1995) . During an initial characterization of vgw and vg', the transcriptional orientations of both the inv and mam genes within the respective inversions were found to be opposite to that of vg (Williams et al., 1990a) . This finding eliminated the possibility that a simple fusion transcript produced from the respective linked genes was responsible for the dominant effect. Additionally, Williams et al. (1990a) created one revertant allele of vg' and four revertants of vgw that completely eliminated the dominant loss of wing phenotype. Molecular analysis of these revertants implicated only the fusion-partner genes, mam and inv, in mediating the dominant phenotype through putative ectopic regulation of either vg, inv or mam (Williams et al., 1990a) .
As vg plays an important role in the patterning of the wing, the effect of vgw or vg' alleles on the expression of vg in cells of the developing imaginal disc was examined. While the dominant vg alleles cause a significant reduction in the amount of wing tissue, a large number of vg expressing cells remain. Depending on the dominant vg allele present, cells expressing vg form reproducible patterns within the remaining tissue of the wing disc. These altered patterns suggest that the dominant effects occur via suppression of specific vg expression during wing disc development. However, this suppression of vg within the wing disc is not associated with the elimination of vg expression within all cells of the larva, as significant amounts of vg expression can be detected in the presence of the strongest dominant alleles. To examine the mechanisms involved in mediating the alterations in vg expression associated with vgw and vg' further, both alleles were subjected to mutagenesis. From this screen, progeny were selected on the basis of restoration of some or all of the wing structures. Two new classes of alleles that partially eliminate the dominant vg phenotype were ultimately recovered. These partially dominant vg alleles demonstrate a requirement for a portion of the vg coding region fused to inv or mum in mediating the stage is similar to previously determined expression levels dominant effect of vgw or vg'. The examination of vg of vg mRNA (Williams et al., 1990b) . Also, the correlation expression associated with these alleles shows that signifibetween the levels of vg transcription and levels of vg procantly more cells express vg within the wing imaginal discs tein at each stage suggests that no post-transcriptional concompared to what is seen in the presence of the progenitor trol of vg is occurring. It is interesting to note that during the vgw or vgU alleles. Furthermore, this increase in the proporthird larval instar, a critical point at which vg is required for tion of vg expressing cells corresponds with delays in patwing disc patterning, the level of vg protein is relatively low terned cell death and increased wing size.
( Fig. 2A) .
To examine the effect of the vgw and vg' alleles on vg 2. Results
Expression of vg is affected by the presence of vgw or vg"
Since the dominant ug alleles cause imaginal disc morphology to be severely aberrant by the late third larval instar (Bownes and Roberts, 1981b; O'Brochta and Bryant, 1983) , vg patterning was examined during earlier developmental stages. Analysis of vgU and vgw embryos before stage 11 shows that vg induction does not occur prior to the normal time of activation for wild type (Fig. 1A) . From stage 12 onwards, the vg protein is normally found within discrete regions of the thoracic segments that will ultimately form the wing imaginal discs (Fig. 1 B, arrows, arrowheads) (Williams et al., 1991; Cohen et al., 1993) . The spatial pattern of cells expressing vg protein within the wing and haltere imaginal disc primordia of vgw or vg" embryos is comparable to wild type embryos at the same stage (Fig. 1B) . The expression pattern of vg within vgw or vg" embryos remains identical to that of wild type until hatching. Embryos that are 3 h prior to hatching (stage 16) are shown in Fig. 1C (arrows, arrowheads) . At this point in time the expression of vg within the Tl segment (Fig. 1, arrow ) is limited to a few cells in wild type, vgw and vg' embryos. Following hatching of the embryo, normal levels of vg protein remain detectable in the wing and haltere imaginal discs of the second and early third instar vgw and vgU larvae. However, small alterations in the pattern of vg expressing cells can be associated with the presence of dominant alleles during the mid third instar (Fig. lD,E ). These differences include the loss of vg expression in the posterior hinge region (vg") and along the D/V margin (vg') during the early and mid third instar (Fig.  lE,F, arrowheads) .
Because of apparently aberrant vg expression in vg" and vg w individuals during the third larvai instar, the totai amount of vg protein present during these stages was examined. To establish the relative level of vg protein normally present during each developmental stage, a wild type protein expression profile was constructed ( Fig. 2A) . This profile shows that the relative fraction of vg within total protein extracts is highest during embryonic and early pupal stages ( Fig. 2A) . The intensity of the vg-specific bands was normalized to a second antibody that recognizes cellular actin. This method appears to give a reliable measure of protein levels, as the relative amount of vg protein expressed at each -97.4 . s7.a . e7.a Fig. 2 . Western blot analysis of vg protein indicates that total vg expression is not suppressed in the presence of dominant alleles. (A) A developmental profile shows that in wild type flies (Oregon R) the greatest relative amounts of vg protein are found in the embryo and 60 b pupa. The designations for each lane are as follows: Embryo, 12 h embryos; Ll, first instar larvae; L2, second instar larvae; L3, third instar larvae; Pupa, 60 h after pupariation; Adult, newly eclosed adults. (B) Early third instar vgw and vg" larvae contain relative amounts of vg protein equal to or greater than that produced when a single copy of vg+ is present. A value of 1 is assigned to the Oregon R control which represents the relative expression from two functional copies of vg+. The vgw/+ and vg"/+ lanes represent the amount of vg protein found in organisms containing either of the dominant alleles and a vg' allele. Df(2R)vgB is a deficiency that fully eliminates the vg-coding region, so vg"/vg' larvae are expected to produce approximately half the amount of vg protein compared to wild type. vg83b27 is a homozygous recessive mutant that removes an intronic enhancer element which drives the majority of vg expression within the wing imaginal disc (Williams et al., 1993) . Thus, the protein produced by vg8jbz7 homozygotes represents only protein from cells expressing vg outside the wing disc. Larvae harboring either the vgw or vg" allele contain relative amounts of vg protein which are not lower than that produced in vgB/+ larvae. (C) Late third instar vg' and vgw larvae also show no reduction in the levels of vg protein compared to vg'/+. The vg"'""" lane contains protein extracts isolated from a vg homozygous null strain, which produce no vg protein. protein expression, corresponding Western blots using total protein extracts from early and late third instar larvae as well as newly formed pupae were performed (Fig. 2B-D) . Protein extracts from larvae and pupae that were homozygous vg null or contained a single copy of vg (vgB/+) were included for comparison. Extracts from larvae and pupae homozygous for the vg 83b27mutation that removes the elevated wing disc specific expression of vg (Williams et al., 1991) were also included. Flies with the genotype vgB/+ produce approximately half the wild type amount of vg protein (Fig. 2B-D ). It appears that neither vgw nor vg' suppress vg protein expression from the vg+ allele. Amounts of vg protein equal to or greater than the level associated with a single copy of vg(vgB/+) are detected in the presence of the dominant alleles. In some cases there appears to be a slightly higher level of expression associated with vg" than with vgU or vgB/+. This may indicate that a low level of expression of a protein recognized by the vg antibody can be ascribed to the vgw allele. When protein extracts from vgw/vgB larvae were examined, a faint band above background could sometimes be detected on blots exposed for extended periods of time (not shown). No vg protein can be detected by Western blotting in protein extracts from larvae where vg' is heterozygous with the vg' deletion. Therefore, the protein recognized by the vg antibody in extracts from vg'/+ individuals appears to be contributed solely by the heterozygous vg+ allele. In either case, it is clear that expression from the vgf allele heterozygous to vgw and vgU is not suppressed by the presence of the dominant alleles, since the amount of vg protein is equivalent to or higher than that produced by vgB/+ individuals. The relative amounts of vg protein are consistent throughout the early third instar (Fig. 2B) , late third instar (Fig. 2C ) and 60 h pupae (Fig. 2D) . Parallel Western blots performed with a second vg-antibody against the amino terminal domain of the vg protein displayed identical results to those shown in Fig. 2 . Smaller undefined bands occasionally seen in some lanes likely represent degradation products. Weakly staining bands located above the predominant vg band could be reduced but not eliminated by extensive blocking or by preabsorbing the antibody against unfixed early embryos. This suggests that they likely represent other proteins crossreacting to the vg antibody or a less abundant modified form of vg protein. No band of any size other than that predicted for vg was ever consistently detected by the vg antibody. Since Western blot analysis suggested that vg protein is being produced by the interrupted vg sequences of vgw the expression of vg mRNA in the presence of the dominant alleles was examined. Total RNA was isolated from the head region of a single third instar larva heterozygous for either vgw or vg' and a wild type or null vg allele. A reverse transcriptase coupled polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) was then performed using primers that amplify a 1.6 kb fragment. This fragment extends from the region just distal to the vg' breakpoint to the end of the predicted vg coding region representing the majority of the wild type vg 5841 125-that while vg protein is found within cells between the two circles of wg expression, it does not extend into the wing pouch which is defined by the inner wg circle (Fig. 4A ). This juxtaposition of vg and wg expressing cells can be correlated with the appearance of structures in vgU adults characteristic of the wing hinge but not the wing blade. In vgw wing discs, a residual stripe of vg expressing cells can be seen along the presumptive DN margin (Fig. 4B) . The same disc stained with anti-Wg antibody shows only a single circle of wg expressing cells surrounding the wing pouch. However, cells expressing vg and wg are not symmetric along the D/ V margin and significantly more cells can be seen expressing vg in the dorsal compartment (below the D/V margin) than in the ventral compartment. The resulting vgw wings show a single structure that may represent the residual alula or wing blade while no wing hinge specific structures are formed. Coincident with expression of vg along the DN boundary, margin specific bristles are seen in this reduced wing unlike wings associated with vg". Fig. 3 . RNA transcripts containing vg sequences can be detected from the vgw allele but not from vg". RT-PCR, performed on RNA isolated from late third instar larval heads detects vg transcripts in these tissues. The primers used amplify a region extending from the vg' breakpoint across 1.6 kbp of the 3' vg coding region. From left to right: X-Hindlll-DNA size marker. vg cDNA, a cloned vg cDNA used as a positive control; Oregon R, wild type. The arrow on the right indicates the band produced from the wild type vg transcript. vg83b27Rlvg83b27R, a homozygous vg null strain (Williams et al., 1993) produces no detectable vg transcripts; vgwlvg83b27R, the presence of a faint band the size of that produced from vg' suggests that the vg sequences of the v,gw gene fusion are transcribed; vgWlvgt, when vgw is heterozygous to wild type only the wild type band is seen; vg"/ vg,g8~h'7R. no detectable transcript is produced from vg'; vg"/vg+, when vg" is heterozygous to vg' a band corresponding to the wild type vg transcript is detected. transcript (Fig. 3) . The lanes containing ORR samples, as well as those with samples from vg'l and vgw, exhibit the predicted 1.6 kb fragment. No transcript could be detected from RNA isolated from either vg"/vg83b27R or vg83b27R homozygous larvae. However, a faint band of similar size to wild type can be detected from vgW/vg83b27R larvae suggesting that the vg sequences associated with vgw are transcribed.
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When late third instar wing discs from vgw or vg' larvae are stained with anti-Vg antibody, a significant number of cells within the remaining imaginal disc tissue are seen to express vg at high levels (Fig. 4) . However, the localization of these cells within the reduced disc shows significant differences from the normal wild type vg expression pattern. These discs were co-stained with anti-Wg antibody to mark the presumptive DN boundary and to outline the wing pouch. The presence of vg" is associated with the reduction of vg expressing cells to a small region in the presumptive hinge and notum region. A. Simmonds et al. /Mechanisms of Developmenf 67 (1997) 17-33 
Reversion analysis of vgw and vg' suggests that vg sequences are important for mediating the dominant phenotype
Previous revertants of either dominant allele implicated only the inv and mam genes joined to vg in the causation of the dominant phenotype (Williams et al., 199Oa) . To determine if vg sequences also play a role in mediating the dominant phenotype, vgw and vg' were subjected to y-ray mutagenesis. This screen produced 21 additional independent phenotypically revertant lines that eliminated some or all of the dominant vg phenotype. Each of these produces more wing tissue when heterozygous to vg+ than is found in adult flies harboring the progenitor dominant alleles. Based on the size and shape of the resulting wing, the revertant lines were grouped into three distinguishable phenotypic classes (Table 1 ). The majority of the reversion mutations restore full adult wing formation (Fig. 5EJ ). Occasionally these flies have nicks at the distal end of the wings similar to those observed in flies containing a single vgt allele (Fig. 51 ). This suggests that the original dominant vg activity is eliminated, resulting in a conversion to recessive loss of function vg alleles. The remaining revertant alleles exhibit some but not all of the original dominant activity and comprise the other two phenotypic classes, manifesting either a small or a strap wing phenotype (Table 1) . Flies inheriting an allele of the small wing revertant class (Fig. X,G) produce wings with less than approximately 20% of normal wing tissue. Flies of the strap wing class of revertant produce between 20 and 60% of wing tissue compared to wild type ( Fig. 5D,H) .
The genetic properties of these newly isolated vgw and vgU revertant alleles were determined by crossing them to a selection of known vg mutants. None of the phenotypic (Simmonds et al., 1995) .
revertants, whether full wing or partial, produce any wing tissue when heterozygous with vgB, a large deficiency covering the entire vg locus (Williams and Bell, 1988) . Furthermore, neither the original dominant alleles nor the revertants derived from them show any complementation when heterozygous with the vg8'b27 allele. This allele complements many recessive vg alleles as it contains only a small deletion covering the enhancer element located in the second intron (Williams et al., 1994) . Thus, although these revertant alleles eliminate some or all of the dominant effect associated with vgw and vg' by converting them to either weakly dominant or recessive vg alleles it appears that none restore normal vg function. They all retain the original physical lesions caused by the inversion events, but in addition have secondary lesions in the form of the extensive deletions which were localized below.
Southern blot analysis of the newly isolated revertant alleles identified those alterations affecting the inv and mam fusion genes and those within vg sequences of the vgw and vg' inversions. Below the map shown in Fig. 6 is a map of the alterations within the vg sequences of vgw and vg' that are associated with partial reversion of the dominant phenotype. Insertions or deletions that map within the fusion partner genes are associated with a full wing phenotype and were not localized further, although one allele, V (IRK', represents a partial duplication and deletion that extends into the vg region. Mutations that produce a partially reverted phenotype are most often deletions of small regions within the vg sequences of the dominant alleles. The alterations within vg sequences were further analyzed by PCR to map the extent of each deletion more accurately. In all cases, the strap wing revertant phenotype is associated with deletions that cluster between the second and third exon of vg near, but not overlapping, the inversion breakpoints. Similarly, deletions associated with the small wing class cluster within a region overlapping the fourth vg intron. None of the mutations associated with partial reversion of the dominant vg phenotype appear to remove any sequence 3' of the fourth intron (Fig. 6) . The single reversion mutation affecting this region causes complete reversion of the vg wing phenotype, but retains the homeotic transformation associated with vgw. This allele removes the 3' end of the vg coding region and produces a recessive vg allele associated with dominant mis-expression of inv (Simmonds et al., 1995) . One of the small wing revertant alleles, vguRK3, has no detectable alterations within vg or mam and may be caused by a mutation too small to be detected with the methods outlined above. Alternatively, vg uRK3 may be caused by mutations in a second unidentified gene that suppresses the dominant phenotype. However, the majority of mutations associated with the partial revertants define three broad regions within the vg sequences of vgw or vg' that are important for mediating the dominant vg activity. 
Reversion of the dominant vgw and vg' phenotypes is associated with partial restoration of vg patterning within the wing disc
In normally developing third instar wing discs, vg expression straddles the D/V margin which is established by the activity of the ap protein (Fig. 7A) . vg expression is also detected within the peripheral anterior and posterior regions fated to become the wing hinge, portions of the notum and in the area of the disc fated to become the ventral pleura (Bryant, 1975; Williams et al., 1991) . Examination of vg protein localization in developing wing imaginal discs from vgw and vg' compared to those from wild type larvae indicates that vg expression patterns are altered significantly (Figs 4, and 7A,B,D) . Using the expression of ap as a marker to demarcate the D/V border, the pattern and overall expression level of vg protein within the remaining cells of vgw or vg' third instar imaginal wing discs appears significantly different from wild type wing discs (Fig. 7A versus B,D) . However, vg expression within the presumptive notum and the discrete scutellar region of the wing disc remains comparable to that of normal wing discs (Fig. 7A  versus B,D) . Within the portion of vgw imaginal discs fated to become wing blade, the expression of vg is reduced to a narrow stripe along the D/V margin (Fig. 7B) . The pattern of vg expression appears to bifurcate at or near the center of the Most full wing reversion mutations were mapped 5' of the respective fusion breakpoints and the associated lesions are within inv or mam sequences. However, one revertant, vguRK9, appears to involve a more complex rearrangement involving both a duplication as well as a deletion that extends from mam into the vg sequences. All of the partial revertants were associated with deletions that localize within the vg-coding region. The mutations mapping to the 4.5-8.0 region of vg give a strap-wing phenotype. The small wing revertant class is associated with mutations that extend up to 13.0 on the vg map. None of the partial reversion mutants extends into the exonic sequences located past 13.0 on the vg map. One mutation (vg wRKZ) which does map to this region is associated with complete reversion of the dominant phenotype but retention of the dominant homeotic phenotype. The boxes above each genotypic designation represent the approximate extent of the respective deletions.
remaining wing pouch along the D/V margin (Fig. 7B) . The lack of vg expression at any significant distance from the D/ V boundary can be correlated with the loss of almost all of the interior wing structures even though a complete margin is still formed. In the presence of vgU, there is no continuous stripe of DN vg expression (Fig. 7D) . Within vg' imaginal discs a large number of cells expressing vg are detected in the peripheral anterior regions of the disc fated to form the wing hinge. The partially dominant alleles derived from vgw and vgU also alter the pattern of vg expressing cells within the wing disc but these alterations appear to be less severe.
Imaginal discs isolated from larvae containing partially revertant alleles contain proportionally more cells expressing vg than those from larvae containing either of the progenitor dominant alleles (Fig. 7C,E,F) . This increase in the total number of vg expressing cells within the wing disc correlates with the increase in the relative amount of wing tissue formed in the adult. The discontinuity in the pattern of vg expression along the D/V boundary is highly reproducible for each partial revertant allele (Fig. 7C,E,F) . This is illustrated in Fig. 7E where a small area of vg expression appears within the central region of the wing compartment fated to form the distal wing (Fig. 7E, arrows) , resulting in the formation of a wing that is deleted along the anterior and posterior margins but is fully formed along the P/D axis (Fig. 5H) .
The aberrant morphology of the wing discs associated with the dominant and partially dominant alleles indicated that the alteration in vg patterning may be coupled with alterations in either cell proliferation or cell death. Acridine orange staining was employed to examine cell death, as it has been shown to be a reliable indicator of apoptosis within embryos and imaginal discs (Massucci et al., 1990; Abrams et al., 1993) . Wild type wing imaginal discs manifest a normal pattern of programmed cell death scattered throughout the wing blade during the late third instar (O'Brochta and Bryant, 1983 and Fig. SA) . Within a similarly staged wing disc from a recessive vg homozygote, large clusters of Fig. 7 . Dominant alleles affect the localisation of vg expression along the DN margin within third instar wing discs. The expression of ap-lac2 was used to demarcate the position of the DN compartment border in each case. For each, the single ap-lacZ staining is on the left (red), a vg single staining is on the right (green) and a superimposed image is in the middle. (A) The normal expression of vg within wild type wing discs follows a graded pattern along the DN margin centered along the ventral limit of ap expression. Specific landmarks corresponding to the anterior and posterior wing hinge (h), DN boundary (arrowheads) and a small area of localised vg expression within the presumptive ventral notum (n) are indicated. (B) vgw/+ wing imaginal discs have an extreme reduction in the wing pouch. However, the remaining wing cells expressing ap protein within the dorsal compartment express vg protein continuously along the DN boundary (arrow). Although each cell along the DN border appears to be expressing vg at an equal level. there tends to be more vg expressing cells within the dorsal compartment (arrowhead). (C) Wing discs from vgwRK4, a small wing revertant allele, contain more tissue within the wing pouch than do vgw discs. However, in these discs, expression of vg protein along the DN margin is not continuous. It is strongest within regions fated to form the hinge and proximal wing structures while fading to below detectable limits in those regions fated to form distal structures (arrowhead). (D) Imaginal discs isolated from vg'/+ larvae show some vg expression within the hinge, but no elevated vg expression can be observed within the extremely reduced region of the disc fated to form the wing (arrow, arrowhead). (E) vguRKs wing discs of the strap wing class show discontinuous patches of elevated vg expression along the DN boundary (arrowheads). In these discs, vg protein is detected at high levels near the point where proximal wing structures originate. Gaps in the continuous DN expression of vg appear between the presumptive hinge regions and the center of the wing disc. (F) Wing imaginal discs isolated from the small wing revertant vguRK'3 show the selective removal of vg expression from the center of the wing disc along the DN boundary (arrowheads) although vg protein expression within cells of the hinge regions is similar to wild type. The scale bar (lower left) represents 100 pm. dying cells are observed within the wing pouch (Fristrom, 1968 and Fig. 8E ). Within late third instar vgw imaginal discs, the total amount of cell death is relatively low, presumably because most cells have died earlier (Bownes and Roberts, 1981b and Fig. 8D ). However, within second and early third instar imaginal discs from vgw/+ larvae, a large number of apoptotic cells can be seen scattered throughout the region fated to form the wing blade (Fig.  SB,C) . The pattern of cell death in second and early third vg' wing discs is similar to vg", although a few apoptotic cells may still be detected during the late third instar (O'Brochta and Bryant, 1983 and Fig. 8F-H) . Early third instar discs from the small wing revertant class contain large groups of apoptotic cells in the regions of the wing discs fated to form the anterior and posterior wing margin (Fig.   81 ). In contrast to what is observed in second and third instar wing imaginal discs of the progenitor dominant alleles, large clusters of apoptotic cells are observed during the late third instar (Fig. 8J) . However, the relative number of apoptotic cells within the wing imaginal discs of the small wing revertants remains lower at this stage than the number exhibited by classical vg recessive mutants (compare Fig.  8E and J). Discs isolated from larvae possessing revertant alleles of the strap-like wing class contained an elevated number of apoptotic cells relative to wild type, but showed less clustering of these apoptotic cells into discrete regions (Fig. 8K) . In discs from the strap wing class the majority of apoptotic cell death is delayed until later in the third instar, as seen with recessive vg alleles (compare Fig. 8E and L). . By late third instar there is an absence of apoptotic cells within the wing pouch region (arrowhead). (E) Late third instar wing discs isolated from larvae homozygous for the recessive vg 'jb2' allele show high levels of apoptotic cell death in the wing pouch (arrowhead). A pattern of early cell death similar to vgw/+ is seen with vg"/+ (F) second instar (arrow), (G) early third instar and the wing pouch (arrowhead) and hinge (arrow) of(H) late third instar imaginal discs. (1) Within imagi&l discs isolated from a small wing revertant (vg""') some cell death is detected during the early third instar. (J) Unlike what is observed using the original dominant alleles, discs from small wing revertants show a persistence of apoptosis into the late third instar within the wing pouch (arrowhead) and hinge (arrow). (K) Strap wing revertant alleles (vguRKS) have fewer apoptotic cells during the eafly third instar. (L) Late third instar vg "RK5 discs show a significant amount of cell death in the wing pouch (arrowhead) and hinge (arrow) similar to that seen with recessive vg mutations (E). Each scale bar represents 80 pm.
The effect of vgw and vg" on other wing patterning genes and suppression of the dominant phenotype
A screen for suppressers of the dominant vg phenotype found that alleles of the Drosophila-epidermal growth factor receptor (DER) gene cause partial restoration of the wing when present with either vgw or vg". A DER allele causes suppression of the dominant loss of wing phenotype similar to that associated with reversion mutations affecting vg sequences associated with vgw and ugU (Fig. 9) . Finally, the effect of the dominant vg alleles upon the expression of other genes involved either upstream or downstream of vg in the wing patterning hierarchy was examined. The effect of vgw and vg' on wg, sd and on heterozygous vg enhancer elements was determined by observing alterations in the expression of wg, sd and transgenic ZacZ reporter constructs of either the vg intron-2 or vg intron-4 enhancer within the wing disc. The early expression of wg in the second larval instar establishes the wing primordia in the wing imaginal disc (Ng et al., 1996) . By the late third instar, wg expression outlines two regions in the wild type wing pouch (Fig. 10A) . The outer concentric circle of wg expression defines the region of the wing fated to form hinge structures while the inner circle defines the region fated to form the wing blade (Fig. lOA, D/V) . The D/V specific expression of wg, which appears in the mid third instar, bisects both these circles and plays a critical role in patterning vg (Williams et al., 1993; Cohen, 1996) . Cells expressing wg in the presumptive notum (Fig. lOA, notum) can be used as a marker for the size and orientation of the remaining wing disc tissue as this region does not form wing and is unaffected in vg mutants (Williams et al., 1993) . In the presence of the dominant vg alleles, the notum specific wg-ZacZ staining remains similar to that of wild type while wg expression in the wing primordia is altered significantly (Fig. lOB,C) . There is only a single circle of wg-1acZ staining within the wing pouch associated with vgw. Remnants of the D/V wg expression also appear within this region (Fig. 1OB) . Presumably, the The wing restoration phenotype of the vgw/DER combination is extremely variable. Both wings were isolated from the same fly, but while an almost full sized vgw wing was formed on the left side (B), the right wing is no larger than that produced by vgW flies. (C) The restored wings of a vgw DER fly are similar in size and shape to wings produced from the vgw derived invn allele. The homeotic transformation of anterior to posterior wing is caused by ectopic expression of vg within the anterior compartment (Simmonds et al., 1995) . (D) The vg'allele is affected less by the presence of DER than vgw but a significant increase in the size of adult wings is also seen in most flies.
remaining circle of wg expression in these discs represents that which defines the wing as very little hinge is formed from vgw discs. The DN wg expression associated with vgw can also be correlated with the formation of a well-defined and complete wing margin in vgw adults (Figs. 5J and 10B) . The pattern of wg-ZacZ expression in the presence of vg' is quite different from that observed with vgw. In vg' wing discs the two concentric circles of wg expressing cells remain (Fig. 1OC) . In larger wing discs with an observable wing pouch region, a DN specific wg pattern is not seen. This can be correlated with the absence of margin specific structures in the residual wing formed in vgU adults (Fig.  5F,K ). An example from the strap-wing revertant class (vg (IRKS) shows a pattern of wg-1acZ staining which is intermediate between that of vgU and wild type. In these discs, the wing compartment defined by wg is larger than that seen with vg', although abnormal patterns in the outer circles of wg expression are occasionally seen (Fig. lOD, arrow) . However, these abnormalities may be due to the altered morphology of wing discs associated with the vguKKs allele.
The wg-ZacZ staining in these discs is incomplete along the DN margin with significant gaps seen at either the anterior or the posterior limits (Fig. lOD, DN) . These discs also lack continuous vg expression along the DN boundary and subsequently form a discontinuous margin in the resulting wing (Fig. 10H) .
The establishment of sd expression within the wing compartment is partially dependent upon vg and sd-la& staining approximately mirrors that of vg throughout normal wing disc development (Williams et al., 1993 and Fig. 1OE ). The pattern of expression of the sd gene is normally coincident with that of vg, extending outward from the DN margin (Campbell et al., 1992) . This expression of sd remains localized to the DN margin of wing discs isolated from vgw larvae (Fig. IOF) . Within this DN stripe of sd expression in the region that will form the wing blade, there is a bifurcation similar to that seen with vg protein (Fig. 10F compared to Fig. 4B ). In vgU wing discs, residual sd expression is confined to a small area in the wing compartment and within the hinge region (Fig. 10G) . This pattern is coinci- dent with vg expression outside the wing pouch. However, no vg expression is seen within the wing pouch in vg" wing discs at this stage (Fig. 7D) . The patterning of sd in vgURK5 wing discs shows a number of significant gaps and other alterations along the D/V margin (Fig. 10H ). This is also coincident with the pattern of vg expression in vguRK5 discs (Fig. 7E) . Therefore, while overall patterning of sd is similar to that of vg, small subsets of cells within regions of the wing pouch continue to express sd presumably after vg expression is suppressed by the presence of the dominant vg alleles.
To determine the effect of the dominant vg alleles upon the expression of the heterozygous vg+ allele, the vg intron-2 and vg intron-4 1acZ reporters were crossed to each dominant allele and to the strap wing revertant vguRK5. The activation of the vg intron-2 enhancer is controlled by the action of the D/V patterning pathway, which is mediated in part by the activity of wg (Kim et al., 1996) . In wild type wing discs the pattern of the vg intron-2 enhancer expression extends immediately along the D/V margin and includes a small amount of notum-specific expression (Fig. 101) . The activation of vg expression from the vg intron-2 enhancer element in turn controls the vg intron-4 enhancer, which drives vg expression in the dorsal and ventral cells of the wing pouch (Fig. 1OM) . The pattern of vg intron-2 ZacZ staining in the presence of any of the dominant or partially dominant alleles is approximately identical to wild type alleles for areas outside the wing pouch (Fig. 101-L) . However, within the wing compartment the activation of this enhancer appears to be abnormal. Within vgw imaginal discs there is a bifurcated pattern of staining on either side of the Df V margin at the approximate point where it meets the A/P compartment boundary (Fig. 1OJ ). This pattern is completely mirrored by the expression of sd-1acZ (Fig. 10F) and by total vg expression as detected by an anti-Vg antibody (Fig.  4B ). This likely represents the extent of activation of vg in the presence of vgw as no cells show activation of the vg intron-4 ZucZ reporter (Fig. 10N) . In vg' imaginal discs there is no activity of the vg intron-2 or vg intron4 enhancer element in the wing pouch region (Fig. lOK,O) . The expression of the vg intron-2 LacZ reporter in the strap wing revertam vgURRK5 essentially shows the wild type pattern typical of this enhancer element but in a discontinuous fashion. Gaps in the expression of this element along the D/V margin appear just anterior and posterior to the A/P boundary (Fig. 1OL) . These breaks in the pattern of cells expressing the vg intron-2 1acZ reporter correspond to similar gaps seen in the localization of vg protein. In discs from vguRK5 larvae, weak vg intron4 enhancer 1ucZ staining is seen in a small central region after extensive incubation in X-gal (Fig. 1OP) .
Discussion
It is clear that the dominant phenotype of vgw and vg' is a consequence of altered vg protein expression during a critical period of larval wing imaginal disc development. A copy of vg+ heterozygous to either dominant allele appears to express relatively normal levels of vg protein within the larva. Additionally, the timing of vg activation within the primordial wing disc is not affected by the presence of the dominant alleles nor is alteration of early vg expression seen in embryos prior to hatching. Rather, the dominant vg phenotype is first manifested in altered vg patterning prior to the third larval instar coupled with an increase in apoptotic cell death. In fact, the increased levels of cell death can actually be observed slightly before the appearance of detectable alterations in the pattern of vg expressing cells. However, this is likely because small alterations in the vg expression pattern would be difficult to detect in early stage wing imaginal discs. By partially obviating the dominant effect of vgw or vgU additional vg expressing cells are seen and a corresponding shift in the pattern of apoptosis can be correlated with an increase in the amount of wing tissue that is formed. Previously, it was determined that the fusion partner genes, inv or mum, play an important role in causing the dominant vg phenotype of vgw or vgU (Williams et al., 1990a) . The newly created series of partial revertant alleles of vgw and vgU described herein show that vg sequences are equally critical for the creation of the dominant phenotype. Specifically, reversion mutations associated with physical lesions within vg sequences of the dominant alleles reduce the severity but do not eliminate the dominant phenotype. The deletions associated with partially dominant mutations map to two broad domains within vg sequences. Each domain correlates with a wing phenotype class associated with restoration of specific portions of the wing. This stepwise restoration of the wing is different from the tissue restoration, which occurs when alterations are made in the fusion partner genes (Williams et al., 1990b ; this study) or in the extreme 3' portion of vg, both of which produce full wing revertants.
While the detailed molecular mechanisms mediating a dominant vg phenotype remain elusive, a number of possible models previously considered to account for the dominant phenotype can be eliminated. There is little evidence for any kind of negative transvection effect upon heterozygous wild type vg sequences by vgw or vg'. Pairing at the vg locus, which is necessary for transvection, would be disrupted by the inversions that initially give rise to the dominant alleles. Furthermore, previous analysis has shown that when alleles that are known to suppress other transvection events are present no change in the dominant phenotype associated with vgw or vgU is observed (Williams et al., 1990a) . Finally, there are also examples of fully recessive vg alleles that vg known to disturb pairing in the vg region of the chromosome (Williams and Bell, 1988) . It also appears unlikely that ectopic expression of mum or inv is mediating the dominant phenotype. The existence of a reversion mutation, invD, that eliminates the dominant vg effect but which still causes mis-expression of inv at high levels (Simmonds et al., 1995) shows that this gene can be mis-expressed with no deleterious effects on wing cell proliferation.
Early temperature shift and disc transplantation experiments suggested a critical time requirement for wing specific vg expression during the second and third larval instar (Bownes and Roberts, 1981b; James and Bryant, 1981) . Neither vgw nor vg' cause alterations in vg protein localization during embryogenesis, but by the third instar vg patterning is altered significantly (Fig. 1) . This suggests that the dominant effect of vgw and vg manifests itself during this time, when the wing compartment is still being defined (Bryant, 1975; Couso et al., 1995; Ng et al., 1996) . The additional number and relative pattern of apoptotic cells within imaginal discs associated with the dominant and partially revertant vg alleles appear to be a result of this altered vg patterning. Paradoxically, alterations in the pattern of apoptosis associated with vgw and vgU occur during the second instar, when the apparent expression of vg as detected by vg antibody shows no differences in comparison to wild type. This suggests that the effect of the dominant alleles may be happening as early as the second instar, just as the pattern of vg expression is being established. The observation that the basic pattern of vg expressing cells does not change compared to wild type suggests that the dominant effect is occurring in only a few cells at this stage and as such is not detected by anti-Vg staining. However, the few cells that lose vg expression would become apoptotic and be removed from the wing disc. It is not surprising that the increased apoptosis would be limited to the wing pouch since one clinical element of vg patterning during the second instar is the suppression of vg in dorsal cells of the wing disc (Williams et al., 1993) . In cells outside the wing pouch, there is no requirement for vg expression and correspondingly no cell death when vg expression is suppressed at this stage. However, within the wing pouch, the suppression of vg in even a few cells would cause them to lose their developmental fate leading to the kinds of tissue deletions in the resulting wing that are associated with the dominant and partially dominant vg alleles.
The loss of wing phenotype observed with the vgw and vgU mutations is not simply due to a haplo-insufficiency of vg expression, since Df(vga)/+ produces a wild type wing. Thus, other explanations must be considered. Hodgkin (1993) suggests that genes involved in regulatory processes may be more liable to mutate to a dominant allele than is normally expected. Hyper-activation, hypo-activation, ectopit expression and altered temporal expression could each produce an observable dominant phenotype. An example of a gene involved in wing patterning for which such mutations have been observed is Ser. The Sepminanf (Sep) mutation is associated with constitutive activation of the Ser protein (Thomas et al., 1995) . Se? heterozygotes have an observable dominant nicked-wing phenotype (Thomas et al., 1995) . This hyper-mutability to a dominant phenotype appears not to be the case with vg, as extensive mutagenesis experiments have produced mutations which are for the most part fully recessive (Lindsley and Zimm, 1992) . However, there is evidence that the dominant vg alleles are interfering with an intracellular regulatory process since mutations in DER can suppress the loss of wing phenotype (Fig. 9) . The suppression of vg expression within the wing pouch also appears to be a step-wise process. In the presence of some of the dominant alleles, cells within this region may be observed that express sd in the absence of detectable vg expression. Since expression of sd and vg appears to be co-dependent it is likely that vg expression has been recently suppressed in these cells. How this suppression occurs within the cell is not clear. The requirement for vg sequences in mediating the effect of the dominant alleles suggests that some transcription is occurring from the vg sequences associated with the dominant alleles. The protein produced by vgw is recognized by anti-Vg antibody, indicating that the transcript encoding this protein contains the majority of the vg coding region. The inversion breakpoint associated with vgw only removes the first untranslated exon leaving the normal vg translational start site intact. Therefore, any transcription of these sequences can not be using the normal vg start site. While no transcript or protein was detected with vg", it is possible that low levels of a novel transcript containing vg sequences produce very low levels of other proteins that are undetectable by Western blot or PCR analysis. One model that could account for the dominant effect of vgw and vgU is based upon the observation that vg is expressed at a low level throughout the wing disc during early development (Williams et al., 1994; Kim et al., 1996) . The inversions that create the dominant alleles place ectopic sequences near the vg enhancer elements in the vg coding region, including those in the second and fourth vg intron (Williams et al., 1994) . Therefore, as a result of the dominant vg gene fusions internal vg enhancer sequences are disconnected from 5' vg controls. The intron-2 element is thought to respond directly to N-mediated signaling through binding of the Su(H) protein (Kim et al., 1996) . These sequences within the environment of the dominant vgw or vg" alleles could titrate out necessary factors in establishing vg expression such as Su(H) or sd, thereby removing some but not all of the subsequent vg patterning. Since recessive vg mutations would also bind these putative factors in a similar manner but do not produce a dominant phenotype, this model would assume that the proximity of the inv and mum sequences alters the activity of these vg enhancer elements.
A strong correlation can be made between the classes of partial revertants and the specific loss of patterns of vg protein localization along the D/V boundary in wing imaginal discs. This supports a model in which the vg sequences of the dominant alleles are acting together with the fused inv and mam genes in mediating the dominant effect. Furthermore, previous data implicated the inv and mum portion of the vgw and vg' alleles in mediating dominance since a set of full wing revertants all had lesions only in these fusion partner genes. From this study, it is now clear that vg sequences are also necessary in the causation of the dominant vg phenotype. The dominant activity of vgw and vg' appears to alter the activation and patterning of vg expression in the wing (Figs. 4 and 7) . This property of vgw and vg' provides an opportunity to observe the effects of restricted spatial expression of vg at specific time points while otherwise retaining significant levels of vg expression. The patterning seen in vgw imaginal discs (Figs. 4  and 7) shows that when vg expression is limited to a thin stripe along the D/V border, wing margin structures form normally. However, without expansion of vg expression dorsally and ventrally, the wing blade is reduced significantly and this is associated with extensive cell death (Fig. 8J ). Even though a large portion of the cells within the wing compartment are lost, the remaining cells retain the ability to pattern a complete margin and wing blade given the presence of vg protein. Alternatively, if vg expression is limited to the peripheral regions of the wing disc tissue (Fig.  7C-J ) the remaining cells of the wing compartment will form hinge but not wing blade or margin (Fig. 7C ,D,F-K). A restoration of vg expression at the center of these wing discs (Fig. 7E ) results in a corresponding reappearance of wing blade tissue (Fig. 5D,H) . The relationship between patterning of vg protein in imaginal discs and the resulting wing structure further suggests that vg protein is a potent specification element in the development of wing structure. This role appears to be one of a general definition of wing since the requirement of vg can be correlated with the appearance of a number of different tissue types including wing margin, blade and hinge.
It appears that there is a requirement not only for proper spatial localization of high levels of vg protein but that this localization must occur during critical early developmental stages for proper wing development to occur. Therefore, a plausible model can be envisioned wherein the dominant effect of vgw and vg' interferes with the establishment of vg mediated patterning along the D/V margin. However, as evidenced by the patchy expression of vg in wing discs from the partial revertants, this interference does not occur equally in all regions of the wing compartment. This may indicate that establishment of vg expression in some regions of the wing disc is more susceptible to interference by the dominant effect. In the presence of massive amounts of cell death, the remaining wild type vg expression remains localized along a re-specified D/V boundary, as determined by the extent of up expression. If there is a differential requirement for upstream signaling in the patterning of vg in one region of the disc to another, then the dominant alleles might interfere with some but not all vg expression from the developing disc. In the case of vg",,,& _appears that altered vg expression within the wing disc removes a large number of cells through apoptosis. However, the remaining cells still express vg in a reduced pattern that is continuous along the D/V border. This indicates that the remaining tissue in the wing compartment expresses vg in a pattern that is approximately normal within the constraints of the reduced cell number. Therefore, there appears to be a primary role for vg during the rapid proliferation of cells that occurs between the early and late third instar, and a secondtively, upon the establishment of vg patterning is critical to ary role in defining the wing margin identity during later the dominant phenotype as alterations to these regions development. The vg gene is activated comparatively early can also eliminate the dominant effect (Williams et al., during imaginal disc development and is one of the first 1990a). It is now clear that sequences from both vg and genes expressed within the wing imaginal disc primodia inv or mam are needed for the dominant effect of vgw or during embryogenesis . The correlation vg'. Given the range of revertant phenotypes that have been between the presence of vg protein and successful proliferaobtained it appears that the majority of the vg coding region tion of cells within larval imaginal discs to form adult wing is affected by the fused inv and mam sequences. This is provides evidence for the action of vg in normal wing develsupported by the observation that alterations within inv or opment. The nuclear localization of vg protein (Williams et mam sequences are associated with complete elimination of al., 1991) suggests a role in controlling transcription. This the dominant phenotype. Conversely, alterations in the vg transcriptional control may occur co-operatively with the sd sequences produce a range of revertant phenotypes suggestprotein which is a TEA transcription factor that is expressed ing that this region is affecting the dominant activity. in an identical pattern to vg in the wing imaginal disc Further examination of additional reversion mutations of (Campbell et al., 1992; Williams et al., 1993) . The primary vgw and vgU that map to these regions should establish role of vg appears to be that of a wing determinant which which specific sequences are working in tandem with the marks cells within the imaginal disc for rapid proliferation vg portion of the vgw and vg' alleles to create a dominant during formation of the wing blade and hinge.
phenotype. The additional reversion mutations of vgw and vgU that were isolated in this study extend our understanding of these types of dominant mutations and the functioning of vg in the development of the wing. Expression of vg in other imaginal discs has been shown to induce a wing cell identity (Kim et al., 1996) . Therefore, the cell death associated with the dominant vg alleles may be attributed to loss of identity caused by the loss of vg expression. Furthermore, some mechanisms associated with dominant alleles of other genes have been discounted as a cause of vg dominance. These include mechanisms whereby the expression of the vg+ allele is suppressed in dominant heterozygotes or the possibility of at least overt temporal or spatial ectopic vg expression within the cells of the wing primordia. Rather, it appears that the establishment of vg protein expression along the D/V margin in developing larval imaginal wing and haltere discs is suppressed in a region-specific manner. Correspondingly, when vg expression is suppressed in the wing imaginal disc, cells become apoptotic instead of forming the appropriate wing tissue. The partial suppression of vg-mediated wing specification suggests that interference with the initial establishment of vg expression is occurring. This model is further supported by the observation that mutations in cell signaling pathways like DER can act to suppress the dominant phenotype (Fig. 9) . Alternatively, mutations in DER may act to suppress cell death, but this appears unlikely as suppression of apoptosis outside the wing does not occur. Further experiments, in which transgenes of vg, wg or sd are expressed at higher than normal levels, would determine if the dominant alleles are titrating out factors or otherwise making them unavailable to the heterozygous vgf sequences. However, this putative removal of necessary elements cannot be simply due to the presence of extra copies of the intron-2 or intron-4 enhancer elements. Transgenic flies containing up to eight copies of the intron-2 element show no dominant vg phenotypes (Williams et al., 1994; Kim et al., 1996) . The effect of the adjacent inv and mam sequences in vgw and vg', respec-4. Experimental procedures
Drosophila stocks and mutagenesis
All Drosophila stocks are referenced in Lindsley and Zimm (1992) . The up-1acZ enhancer trap is described in Cohen et al. (1992) . Mutagenesis of flies containing the vgw and vg' alleles was performed by subjecting heterozygous male flies to 400 Gy of y-radiation from a cobalt 60 source and mating them back to females from the original dominant allele stock. Resulting progeny flies that exhibited wings that were larger than those possessed by the progenitor vgw or vgU stock were retained and made into balanced isogenic lines.
Immunohistochemistry
Third instar wing imaginal discs were isolated and the localization of vg protein was detected using a rabbit polyclonal vg antibody (Williams et al., 1991) . Fixation and antibody staining were performed according to Pattatucci and Kaufman (1991) , except that Nonidet-P40 was substituted for Tween-20 throughout.
The vg antibody was detected using a secondary fluorescein isothiocyanate conjugated anti-rabbit antibody (Kerkigaard and Perry Laboratories, KPL). Expression of up was examined by crossing each vg revertant line to an ap-1acZ chromosome. /3-Galactosidase expression was detected with mouse anti-ggalactosidase @omega) and a biotinylated secondary anti-mouse antibody (KPL) followed by streptavidin Texas-Red. Dual antibody detection was performed using a Molecular Dynamics Multiprobe 2000i laser scanning confocal microscope. For embryos, hybridization to primary and secondary antibodies was identical to that used for imaginal disc staining. All tissues were mounted in 70% glycerol/Tris (pH 7.2) plus 2% 1,4Diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane (Sigma).
Western blot analysis
Acridine Orange staining of imaginal discs
Tissue isolated from staged animals was homogenized directly in sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS) buffer containing 0.5% dithiothreitol, 0.1 M sodium chloride, 1 mM aprotinin and 100 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride. Aliquots of each sample containing a constant amount of protein were then boiled for 5 min and loaded onto an 8% SDS polyacrylamide gel. Proteins were blotted to supported nitrocellulose membranes and detected using vg primary antibody and an anti-rabbit horseradish peroxidase conjugated secondary antibody (l/2000) and a chemiluminescent substrate (KPL). The intensity of the band stained with vg protein in each lane was calculated using a GS-670 imaging densitometer (Bio-Rad). The relative amount of total protein loaded in each lane was measured by comparison to the levels of actin protein 'as detected by an actin antibody (Sigma).
To examine cell death within imaginal discs, embryos were collected from freshly yeasted agar plates over a period of 1 h and then maintained at 25°C for 60-80 h. Exact staging of individual larvae was accomplished by examination of anterior spiracles and mouthparts (Ashburner, 1989) . The larvae were subsequently dissected in insect ringers and stained with 0.5 mg/ml Acridine Orange in insect ringers as described in Massucci et al. (1990) . The tissue was washed twice in insect ringers and mounted in 70% glycerol/insect ringers. Whenever possible, the discs were dissected away from the larval body wall.
Other techniques
Southern blotting
Adult wings were photographed following dissection from newly emerged adult females. Individual wings were directly mounted in Gary's Magic Mountant (Ashbumer, 1989) and photographed using a Zeiss Axioscop microscope and Kodak Technical Pan film. DNA was isolated from adult flies and digested with various restriction enzymes, separated on a 0.8% agarose gel and blotted to Genescreen plus nylon membrane (NEN). The vg probes correspond to the first and fourth exonic regions of the vg locus which lie on either side of the inversion breakpoint in each dominaht allele (Williams et al., 1991) . The inv probe corresponds to the first exon of inv (Coleman et al., 1987) and the mam probe was obtained from a 9 kb Ec0R.I clone that represents the region designated -23 to -14 on the mam restriction map (Smoller et al., 1990) .
